
Safe Fleet® Navigator

Easy Route Creation
Create routes based  
on mapping routes 
driven and vehicle  
stop locations.

Improve Driver  
Performance
Provide the driver with 
accurate routes and  
vehicle stop locations.

Visual and  
Audible Directions
Turn-by-turn directions are based  
on pre-defined routes displayed  
on a map. Audible directions are 
emitted by the MDT speaker.

Quickly update routes at  
any time with wireless connectivity  
and know the location and directional travel  
of the bus with live GPS and fleet tracking.

Mobile Data Terminal (MDT)  
with Built-in Navigation Software

Integrated GPS

Wi-Fi & Cellular Connectivity

Provide drivers with the tools to improve route 

accuracy, safety and efficiency, while delivering 

insight to fleet managers in real-time

Guide drivers through every step of their daily routes
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Safe Fleet® Navigator

Pre- and Post-Trip Inspections

Automate pre- and post-trip 
inspections for enhanced 
maintenance and  
operational efficiency.

Student Accountability

Know when a student gets  
on and off the bus.

Video Cameras & DVR

External video cameras 
provide video evidence  
in the event of an accident. 

Your school bus fleet can compliment the Safe Fleet Navigator and Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) 
system with any product from the Safe Fleet All-in-One School Bus Solution. 

The dash-mounted mobile terminal guides drivers 
through every step of their daily route from start to finish.

Parent Notifications

Provide real-time information 
to parents on the bus location 
and when it will arrive. 

Student Contact Tracing

Know where a student has 
been and whom they’ve 
come in contact with. 

Increase Driver Accountability & Efficiency

How it Works:

1. Driver powers up the Mobile Data Terminal (MDT)  
and is only able to select authorized applications.

2. Driver logs in to the Safe Fleet Navigator software.

3. Driver’s route is automatically displayed. They can  
also select from other pre-defined routes.

4. Driver is given directions to each stop.

5. If Safe Fleet Navigator is being used in combination  
with Student Tracking, students assigned to a specific  
stop are displayed on the Navigator tablet when the  
driver arrives at the stop. The driver selects each  
student as they enter or exit the bus. 

6. When Navigator determines every student has been 
dropped off at the end of the school day, the Navigator 
software directs the driver back to the bus depot.


